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Learning Graphs to Model Visual Objects Across Different Depictive Styles
Qi Wu, Hongping Cai, Peter Hall
Department of Computer Science, University of Bath

Motivation

A Weighted Multi-labelled Graph Model

Evaluation on Detection

Humans are able to recognise objects in an astonishing variety of forms. Whether
photographed, drawn, painted, carved in wood. The same is not true of computers. We
define this as a Cross-Depiction Problem, which is detecting and recognising objects,
regardless of depictive styles.

· A visual class model (VCM) is defined as
.
· Multi-labelled Graph : capture variance over different depictive styles.
· Weights : relative location of parts is weighted according to its rigidity.

· Evaluate different aspects (such as with and without multi-labels/weights) and compare
with a state-of-art in detection, the famous DPM [2].
· Our approach achieve higher AP score in 42 out of the 50 categories.
· mAP: 89.1% (our approach) V.S. 83.5 (DPM)

Detection and Matching
Step 1) Compute a dense multi-scale feature
pyramid for the image.
Step 2) Locate each node of the VCM at k
most possible locations in the image, to build a
target graph G.
Step 3) Solving the matching function:

This figure provides a hint of the reason for the low performance of computer vision in such a
problem. It shows the distribution of visual features for two specific classes. In each case, the
distribution of art features is visually distinct from that of photo features. We want to address
the problem that :

how to capture the wide variation in visual appearance exhibited by
visual objects across depictive styles?

A New Dataset : Photo-Art-50

· 50 object categories (appear in Caltech-256, PASCAL VOC, ETHZ-Shape).
· 90-138 images per object, half photos, half art works (paintings, drawings, cartoons etc.).

· Higher K-L divergence than traditional photo-only cross domain datasets that captured in
different conditions (C – Caltech-256, A – Amazon, W – WebCam, D – DSLR).

where

indicates the detected sub-graph.

Learning Models
The figure on the right shows
the learning process:
Step 1) An input collection
mixed in different depictions.
Step 2) Extract graphs for
training.
Step 3) Learning models in
two steps, one for , one for
.
Step 4) Combination as the
final class model.
Learning
Attributes of each node in the model graph are learned from training graphs’ corresponding part
patches. However, other than training an SVM over all data, training patches are split to k clusters by
using k-means at first (ideally, patches depicted in same style will go to the same cluster). Then, each
node is labelled by k attributes and each attribute is an SVM learned from patches in one cluster. This
multi-labelled scheme allow us to capture variance over different depictive styles.
Learning
The weight vector is learned automatically to encode the importance of node and edge similarity. This
learning process can be effectively transform to a standard formulation of the structures support vector
machine (SSVM) by assuming the node and edge similarity function are dot products of two attributes
vector. This scheme is proposed by el al in [1]. Notice that because structure does not depend on finelevel details, we do not train an SSVM using depiction-specific features.

Evaluation on Classification
· Test in different cases.
· Both BoW and DPM drop significantly when test in art domain.
· Our models performance better and
more stable in both domian.
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